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CONTRACTING AUTHORITY'S CLARIFICATIONS No. 3 

 

Contract title: Construction of the Tourism and Cultural Centre in Palic for project: “Colourful 

Cooperation” 
 

Publication Ref: HUSRB/1601/31/0005-B3-7.1.1 

 

No. Question Answer 

1. 

Part: 3. WATER SUPPLY, POSITION 3.17.: 

„Procurement, transport and installation of a 

combined water meter DN65 for measuring the 

spent water, for anti-fire water. Calculation per a 

piece.“ 

DN 65 does not exist, only exist DN 50, DN 80 

and DN 100. 

Which of the above, which exist, we offer? 

Then, position 3.17 and position 3.18.: 

JKP water supply and sewage system Subotica can 

not place two water meters as you ask position 3.17 

and 3.18 one for fire water, the other for sanitary 

water, but only one. 

Please refer to Corrigendum No. 3. 

2. 

Part: 4. SEWERAGE, POSITION 4.10: 

„Making of connection to the existing sewerage 

system. Connection should be executed in 

accordance with the requirements of competent 

utility service, this design and conditions on site. 

Calculation per a flat rate“. 

- From JKP water supply and sewage system 

Subotica give the answer that there is no existing 

sewage network on that part, and therefore they 

can make a connection, to remind, they are the 

only authorized to do this. 

Please refer to Corrigendum No. 3. 

3.  

Please clarify the following questions for the 

object: Construction of the Tourism and Cultural 

Centre in Palic for project: "Colourful 

Cooperation", under the Publication ref. No. 

HUSRB/1601/31/005-B3-7.1.1. 

1. In the BoQ, Architecture works - 3. Masonry 

Unit for Item 3. Masonry works; position 

No.5 (Architecture works) is m
2
. 



works, position No. 5 with the description: "Erect 

partition walls w=12cm, with cellular concrete 

blocks. Blocks should have a flat surface and sharp 

edges (e.g., Ytong or similar). Walls should be 

made in a thin-layer of mortar that is recommended 

by the manufacturers of blocks. Mortar should be 

deposited on the block with special knifes max. 

3mm. 

Height of walls in the attic approx. 250cm 

The price should include necessary scaffolding, all 

the materials, labour, and transport. 

Calculated per a m3. 

Q: In the unit field stands sq.m. Please clarify, for 

which unit should the price be given. 

4. 

Is it enough we deliver to the our offer only a list of 

offered material with the country of origin, and 

attest to the same material for getting the job - after 

installation of materials? 

As stated in Article 12.1 of Instruction to 

tenderers of VOLUME 1. Among others all 

tenders must comprise the following 

information and duly completed documents: 

• a list of materials and any supplies intended 

for use in the works, stating their origin;  

5. 

4.3.2 — Bill of Quantities, ELECTRIC 

INSTALLATIONS 

1. SUPPLY 

Works on the installation of measuring cabinet 

OMM. Manufacture according to ED requirements, 

including the manufacture of NN terminal and 

connection to MBTS, laying and connection of 

supply cable from MBTS to OMM, issuing of 

approval and obtaining of required documents 

Material will all necessary works. 

Note: Is the offer for the position above expected, 

since the works are carried out by the power 

distribution company? 

Yes, the offer for the position above 

expected. If some works need to be 

completed by related utility company during 

construction works, supervisor will regulate 

those specific works. 

6. 

4.3.2 — Bill of Quantities, ELECTRIC 

INSTALLATIONS 

4. LIGHTS AND SOCKETS 

7. Delivery and mounting of lights with starters, 

suitable light bulbs and accessories for mounting, 

all together with connecting. The specific type and 

manufacturer for lights will be defined by the 

interior 

designer: 

- fluo 2x36W IP65 

- fluo 2x49W 

- mountable fluo COMPACT 2x26W 

- mountable fluo COMPACT 50W on the wall 

- mountable fluo COMPACT 26W on the wall, 

outside 

- mountable 20W/220V 

- fc lamp 2x18W 230V 

- reflector MH 70 W, IP65 

- Anti-panic 1x8W with marking of evacuation 

direction, 1h autonomy, surface mounted, 

- decorative interior lamp 50W 

Tenderer needs to provide offer for lighting 

in line with specification including technical 

details regarding offered lighting. Lamp type 

and manufacturer is open to tenderer. 



- decorative interior lmap 26W 

- decorative outside lamp 100W 

- decorative hanging lamp 50W 

- fluo lamp 18W IP55 

- Ceiling lamp 100W 

Note: Has the interior designer completed the 

project? How to offer lighting when we do not 

have a lamp type, manufacturer or characteristics? 

7. 

4.3.2 — Bill of Quantities, ELECTRIC 

INSTALLATIONS 

4. LIGHTS AND SOCKETS 

10. Delivery and laying non-inflammable cable 

console above the dropped ceiling 

- PNK 100 

- PNK 400 

Note: Cable console must be non-inflammable 

above the dropped ceiling? 

Yes, cable console must be non-inflammable 

above the dropped ceiling. 

  

 

 


